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I would like to start this week’s newsletter by sharing my dismay as I observed parents and carers drop 

their children off at school yesterday. I was filled with anxiety as pupils were let out of cars from the 

driver’s side, which led to doors being opened onto the middle of Park Avenue as cars drove past. The 

safety and wellbeing of all our students is paramount in school as well as on the way to school. I ask 

that you are mindful of this when dropping your child off in the morning and picking them up in the 

evening.  

May I remind you that there are opportunities available for you, your family or friends to join us at  

St. Olave’s, especially if you are involved in education. We are currently looking to recruit: 

• A Careers Lead 

• A Caretaker (with responsibiltiy for lettings).  

Further details about these roles can be found on the school website by following this link. Please tell 

your friends and family and ask them to contact the school if they are interested in any of these posts. 

 

We said an emotional 

farewell to Year 13 who 

reached their final day 

yesterday. Not surprisingly, 

they were all in high spirits 

and displaying a range of 

ways to manipulate the 

School’s Uniform Policy. Year 

13 and Year 11 now 

commence a period of study 

leave before their public 

examinations. Everyone who is doing A Levels and GCSEs will undoubtedly be feeling the pressure and 

this stress may be shown in a number of different ways. As ever, the pastoral team are keen to support 

student wellbeing and academic achievement so please make the relevant Head of Year aware if you 

have any concerns. Our very best wishes go to all of them. 

 

Congratulations to Year 12 student, Eva Wyld 

who was one of four finalists of the Royal 

Holloway Young Composer Competition, 

which invited composers of school age to 

write choral pieces for the Royal Holloway 

Choir. This was an international competition; 

one of the other finalists was from Hong 

Kong. Eva wrote a piece during lockdown 

about finding hope in a difficult time. The 

piece is called ‘The Light of Hope’ and the 

Choir chose this as the overall title of their    

 

https://www.saintolaves.net/27/staff-vacancies?search=vacancies


 

concert. Eva attended rehearsals and the concert itself. She was also invited to have a composition 

lesson with the Choir's composer-in-residence. Everyone was welcoming and generous with their time 

and it was a really enriching experience. 

This is the time of year where we give out our second round of Colours to our Senior, Intermediate 

and Junior pupils. You may not be aware that pupils are given Colours at the end of every Key Stage. 

It gives me great pleasure to share the names in the appendix below of the 44 students who won 

Senior Colours, 18 students who won Intermediate Colours and 9 students who won Junior Colours. 

The range of achievements is outstanding from Badminton to F1 in Schools. Congratulations to the 

numerous students who won Team Colours. This is also an excellent achievement, and their names 

are shared in the appendix below. There are specific criteria for being awarded Full Colours, but in 

general they are awarded for an outstanding contribution to the School, outstanding leadership or 

representing the School at regional, national or international level as well as showing a commitment 

to academic study. 

I would like to offer my congratulations to the following 

Year 12 students who were recently made House 

Captains: 

• Harvard - Prithish Rajarethinam and Guneeka 

Chitkara 

• Leeke - Lloyd Maurel and Ana Moulson 

• Bingham - Matilda Bates and Rico Rhodes-Evans 

• Cure - Kalina Stoyanova and Esther O'Neill 

On Tuesday, Classics Society hosted a visit by Lecturer in Roman History, 

Dr Christopher Burden-Strevens from the University of Kent. His talk on 

the 'Ciceronian Rhetoric of Tactius' Annals' was highly informative using 

examples of rhetorical figures-of-speech from famous descriptions of the 

revolutionary Piso, dastardly Sejanus and libertine Marc Antony. He also 

illustrated the continued relevance of Classics, with more than a few 

cynical comparisons with contemporary politicians to illustrate the 

techniques of praeteritio, hypophora and anaphora. Having now learned 

how the emperors spoke, members of the society (from all year groups and subjects) can learn about 

their actions next week with a talk from UCL's Dr Elizabeth McKnight comparing the last Roman king, 

Tarquinius Superbus with the Emperor Tiberius. 

 

On Wednesday, KS4 students who opted for French at GCSE 

enjoyed a play delivered entirely in the target language and 

centred on the eternal issue of misunderstandings between 

generations. It was fun and relevant to the audience because of 

its many similarities to our students’ life. Hélène does not get 

what she wants for her birthday and wishes for better presents, 

better family, in fact better everything! When her wishes start to 

come true she regrets being so greedy and misses normality. The 

play was performed by two native French actors. Students were able to follow the story and pick up 

on the humour, therefore boosting their confidence in the subject. 

 

 



In the last of my series of highlighting societies, which take place within 

school, this week it is the turn of the Space Society. The presidents of this 

Society are Tausif Samad and James Perry. This year Space Society has seen 

a broad spread of enthusiastic talks from students, with a dual focus on 

astronomy and rocketry. Topics have ranged from the Artemis moon 

missions to components of Alien life and medicine in Space to the Roswell 

Incident. They also had collaborations with Computer Science Society, 

where they discussed the intricacies of flight avionics, and Literature 

Society, who taught them all about the scientific aspect to The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. It has 

been really enjoyable to follow along with the massive advancements in space exploration made this 

year, including watching the SLS static fire and Starship prototype test flights live! No other Society is 

quite as explosive… 

Finally, well done to those who recognised the error in my newsletter last week. The image in the 

newsletter was actually of St John’s College Cambridge, rather than Oxford. Thank you to the reader 

who spotted this mistake. 

I hope you enjoy the sunshine and wish you all a restful and peaceful weekend.  

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 
Andrew Rees 
Headteacher 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The St. Olave’s website and Twitter page - @saintolaves has many more stories of student endeavour 

and success. Please do keep sending me news items and student successes either via colleagues or 

email. The email address is publicityteam@saintolaves.net. Do not forget to include all the details 

along with a high-resolution photo you are willing to share and have published on the school website. 

If you would like to donate into the Voluntary Fund to support the development of our school and 

enhance learning, and you are not already doing so, please follow the sQuid login. The offer is called 

‘Donation to the School Voluntary Fund’. You can also donate via standing order. Please contact the 

Finance Office (finance@saintolaves.net) for more information. 

  

https://twitter.com/saintolaves/media
mailto:publicityteam@saintolaves.net
https://portal.squidcard.com/LoginPortal/
mailto:finance@saintolaves.net


 

Colours 2021 – 2022 – Summer Term 

Senior 
 Full Colours Team Colours 

Cultural Evening: Ayomiposi Awoyemi (13Y) Krishna Akella (13V) 

Jahcure Dixon (13X) Nikhil Doosa (13W) Varsha Golla (13T) 

Daksh Mehta (13X) Yash Karlekar (13T) Rhea Rentala (13W) 

Yuran Xiao (13S) 

 

Athletics:  Charles Nortey (13Q) 

Badminton: Siddarth Soni (13Q)   

Basketball:  Nikhil Doosa (13W) Samuel Peterson (13W) Toan Truong (13R) 

Cricket:  Krishna Akella (13V) Ibrahim Iqbal (13S) Rupankar Majumdar (13V) 

Ivan Richardson (13P) Luxan Sureshan (13O) Vaibhav Vinod (13O) 

Bravin Vijayaakanthan (13S) 

Football:  Louis Dekany (13Q) Conor Nealon (13P) Tioluwanimi Palmer (13Y) 

Amartya Pandey (13X) Theodore Rhally (13R) Ivan Richardson (13P) 

Roshan Wood (13Q) 

Fives: Aaditya Deshmukh (13R) Thanmay Mangala Sachidananda (13R)  

Neil Tripathi (13S)  

Ishaan Bhargava (13Q) Nikhil Chidipothu (13Q) Prajval Haldia(13P) 

Navaneeth Madhavan (13S) Amartya Pandey (13X)  

Matias Morgan (13T) Shreyas Shubham (13T)  

Aarush Upadhyay (13Y) Ruiqi Zhang (13Y) 

Hockey: Aidan Mylroi (13R)   

Netball: Elizabeth Willcox (13R)  Adesimbo Adeniran (13X) Oluwatoni Awodiya (13T) 

Isobel Buchanan (13Q) Laura Gander (13Y) Elodie Gorter (13X) 

Millie Hennessy (13T) 

Table Tennis:  Arjun Thakar (13T) 

Tennis:  Prajval Haldia (13P) 

Volleyball: Sana Okada (13X)   

Clubs & Societies: Computer Science Society: Hardiv Harshakumar (13X)  

Pradhay Amarnath (13T) Nils André (13V)  

Debating Society: Kiran Pearce (13O) 

F1 In Schools: Aaditya Deshmukh (13R) Shivam Dooraree (13O) 

Zaina Elahi (13S) Shahar Eyal (13S) James Guest (13W) 

Uzair Syed Muhammad (13S) Macey Pattenden (13R)  

Philosophy Society: Ebun Bello (13O) Laura Gander (13Y) 

Political Economy Society: Shrey Choudhary (13V) 

Shahar Eyal (13S) Zachariah Fischer (13X) Elodie Gorter (13X) 

Matthew Todorov (13W) 

Trading Society: Victor Nguyen (13R) Joel Hughes (13W) 

Ritvick Sharma (13O)  

UK Space Design: Anupam Bandi (13O) Scarlet Donoghue (13W)  

Elodie Gorter (13X) James Guest (13W) Macey Pattenden (13R)  

James Perry (13R) Nathan Plater (13P) 

Debating Society: Wren Welfare (13R) 

Computer Society: Grace Sodunke (13Q) 

Oxford University Computing Challenge:  

Philosophy Society: Justin Adesina (13S) 

 

 



 

Intermediate 
 Full Colours Team Colours 

Basketball: Timothy Oboh (11M)   

Cricket: Aditya Anoop (11K) Saahil Bansal (11H) Paulius Bartkus (11K) Benjamin Dashy (11M) Arjun Javagal (11K) 

Akarsh Mathur (11K) Aaditya Nanduwani (11L) Sanay Pandey (11K) 

Reean Rahman (11H) Daniel Richardson (11H) 

Samuel Saji Pynadath (11M) 

Swimming:  Raphael Huille (11L) (4)  

Fives: Aaditya Anoop (11K) Thomas Farmer (11K)  

Anton Lewis (11K) Connor McMichael (11J)   

Shiv Shetty (11J) Marko Tsioupine (11L)  

 

Aaravamudhan Balaji (11H) Nilay Balaji (11N) Mehul Bhargava (11N) 

Oscar Brockwell (11J) Joseph Curran (11M) Daksh Gupta (11K)  

Yuvan Gunuputi (11M) Rishi Kumar (11L)  Daniel Oso (11K) 

Vincent Rocero (11N) Debangshu Saha (11L) Sachin Wimalan (11N) 

Clubs & Societies: Album Society: Ray Keemer (11J) Benjamin Sharp (11J) 

Computer Science Society: Ojas Tiwari (11K)  

F1 In Schools World Championships: 

Oluwaferanmi Akodu (11N) Ayman Chowdhury (11N) 

Frank Gubars (11J) Josh Acheampong-Mensah (11H)  

Ojas Tiwari (11K)  

Computer Science Society: Anton Lewis (11K) 

 

 

Junior 
 Full Colours Team Colours 

Athletics: Nominations to follow later this term  

Cricket: Nominations to follow later this term  

Fives:  Maxim Abou-Deeb (9J) Montgomery Bowman (9J) 

Shrish Devaramani (9J)  Kyle Firth (9L) Yash Ghanate (9J) 

Aayush Kampani (9N) Aarit Maheshwari (9L)Hugo Maxwell (9N)  

Shaurya Mehta (9M) Rishan Patel (9K) 

Kirthi Pranav Murali Krishnan (9K) Robin Saldanha (9N) 

Aryan Sanka (9L) Thomas Sears (9M) Remy Tanna (9N) 

Swimming: Sonny Landeman (9M) Ahmed Rashed (9K)   

Tennis: Nominations to follow later this term  

Music: Raphael Loges (9M)   

Clubs & Societies: Computer Science Society: Abiran Akileswaran 9N  

Devaansh Lulla (9M) Shaurya Mehta (9M)  

Eashan Rautaray (9L) Kasim Rehman (9M) Abdul Rehman (9L)  

Classics: Taylor Clarke (9M) Deepak D’Souza (9K) Alexey Maltsev (9K) 

Computer Science Society: Shrish Devaramani (9J) Lewis Owens (9N) 

 

  

 


